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ABSTRACT
The paper explores the link between Islamic accounting and the cash Waqf. It exposes and introduces the reader to accounting for cash Waqf in medieval times and in contemporary times. It traces diachronically the legitimacy and use of cash Waqf, describes Islamic accounting and highlights its relevance for cash Waqf accounting. The paper conveys with an opinion on the application of the seemingly recent phenomenon of Islamic accounting with specific reference to cash Waqfs.
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Introduction
A radical developmental offshoot and extensive modification of the traditional Waqf, the cash Waqf has evolved to be an important phenomenon in today’s voluntary re-distribution and wealth management discourse. As with any wealth related phenomenon, there are accountability issues. These accounting procedures, processes and conventions are indispensable for the operation, management as well as continuity of the Waqf institution. Islamic accounting naturally renders itself to the accounting task of the cash Waqf institution as it is arguably an Islamic conception. Against this backdrop, the paper highlights the use of Islamic accounting in medieval and modern times, tracing the development of the cash Waqf, exposing Islamic accounting as a form of accounting, showing how accounting for the cash Waqf has been done in the medieval times as well as in modern times relative to specific Waqf mandate(s). The paper concludes with a statement on the indispensability of Islamic accounting as far as the cash Waqf is concerned. The author is aware that Islamic accounting is largely construed as a recent phenomenon, nevertheless, accounting for the ottoman cash Waqfs as the paper demonstrates is nothing but Islamic accounting.

The Legitimacy Of Waqfs
Narrated Ibn `Umar:
“Umar bin Khattab got some land in Khaibar and he went to the Prophet (saws) to consult him about it saying, "O Allah’s Messenger (saws) I got some land in Khaibar better than which I have never had, what do you suggest that I do with it?" The Prophet (saws) said, "If you like you can give the land (corpus) as endowment and give its fruits in charity." So `Umar gave it in charity as an endowment on the condition that would not be sold nor given to anybody as a present and not to be inherited, but its yield would be given in charity to the poor people, to the Kith and kin, for freeing slaves, for Allah's Cause, to the travellers and guests; and that there would be no harm if the guardian of the endowment ate from it according to his need with good intention, and fed others without storing it for the future (with a view to becoming rich)” (Sahih al-Bukhari 2737: Book 54, Hadith 24).

Deducible from the above is that the traditional Waqf which the Prophet acceded to was an endowment of a physical asset exhibiting perpetual characteristics as well as purpose permanence and clarity. This cannot be however categorically said about the cash waqfs as their legitimacy did not come directly from the Prophet and their would-be inherent corpus characteristics are questionable. In essence cash is not and has never been the underlying asset for a Waqf (Keles, 2001). The cash Waqfs became prominent during the Ottoman caliphate in the 1300’s following an Islamic ruling opinion by an Imam called Zufar in the eight century.

Cash Waqfs; Its Evolution And Meaning
The corpus of a cash waqf is cash. In other words, a Waqf whose endowment primarily consists of cash is indeed a cash waqf. Operationally, the corpus i.e. cash is invested and the proceeds used in line with the endowers wish and directive, in most cases for charitable purposes. With specific reference to the Ottoman cash waqf, the Waqf is initiated when a seemingly affluent individual wishing to dedicate his wealth declares his intention publicly through approved legal channels. Once the endowment is made, the cash is invested through a process called Istiglal, in modern terminologies; a sort of lease, buy back arrangement. Such arrangement entails a fund seeking entrepreneur relinquishing his ownership/usufruct right to his property e.g. house, to the Waqf in exchange for working/investment capital he needed. The obtained fund is invested by the entrepreneur and this arrangement remains in force for a specified period of time usually a year. Thereafter, the entrepreneur can request to assume usufruct rights on the hitherto relinquished property for a rental fee in favour of the Waqf which is to be paid for as long as the capital obtained from the Waqf is still with him. In most cases, the entrepreneur returns the capital obtained from the Waqf within a year and his thus entitled once again to the ownership rights of his property.

This process is replicated comprising of a number of fund seeking entrepreneurs and as such the returns emanating from such arrangement constituted the mega profit of the Waqf which is then channelled to philanthropic purposes as stipulated by the endower. Of course, administrative cum management expenses and other overhead expenses are taking into consideration before the Waqf funds are disbursed or better still the endower’s wish(es) is/are carried out. Through this process, the corpus (cash) is somewhat maintained and sometimes enhanced if the
trustee or Waqf management decides to augment the existing corpus by adding some of the profits which are not disbursed. Essentially, the Waqf was able to protect the corpus, ensure continuity and consequently able to generate income from the property of the entrepreneur who obtained his much needed capital for investment. Worthy of note is that the Waqfs could not come together in the name of financial cooperation to lend out cash endowments, this restriction helped them preserve their identity as social services organizations as opposed to commercial ones. The entire process is pictorially represented below;
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**A CLASSICAL OTTOMAN CASH WAQF**

Source: Cizakca (2011)

The institutionalization as well as development of the cash Waqf was not without controversies. The opposers of the cash Waqf contended that; lending out the capital to entrepreneurs was tantamount to desecrating Allah’s property and as such a sacrilege, this somewhat relates to the corpus immovability argument, they also contended that the Istiglal process meant that the endower was not permitted to rescind his decision and revoke his Waqf, it was also advanced that the cash Waqfs intracacies somewhat attacks the very foundations cum applications of the law of inheritance. Another contention was that the corpus i.e. cash is invested through interest bearing mediums as well as the contestable and controversial Bay al-Inah. In fact, the controversies dragged to the later part of the 15th century when a consensus was reached in the Ottoman empire and the Waqf was legalized by the then Sultan, Murat the 3rd. (Cizakca, 2011).

The triumph of the cash Waqf and its accompanying legality made it quite popular during the Ottoman times and subsequent periods. For example, it is reported that approximately 46.13 percent of the entire operational waqfs from the middle of 15th century to middle of 16th century in Istanbul were indeed cash oriented. Similarly in the 1700’s the number of operational cash waqfs was 76l in Bursa from which over 10 percent of the populace benefited from credit facility extensions. Even the Anatolia and the European regions of the caliphate were not left out as the cash waqfs were visible. Particularly in the 1500’s, the Ottoman’s cash Waqfs had become the first choice of wealthy individuals with high liquidity interested in endowments (Mandeville, 1979) and were so pervasive that concerns about the supplanting of traditional bank functions by the Waqfs and the erosion of individual wealth became pronounced. This was because over half of the endowments in the period were cash constituted (Cizakca, 1995). As far as its socio-economic impact was concerned, Baskan (2002) reports that the impact of the cash Waqfs was mainly felt in sectors such as; social services including social amenities and infrastructural facilities, judiciary, education, agriculture and religious affairs whilst the UN- HABITAT (2005) submits that the cash Waqf was instrumental to requisite credit and financial service provision.

Despite its popularity and apparent usefulness in the ottoman period, the Cash Waqf did not gain prominence in other contemporary Muslim territories as it is believed to harbour or disguise interest transactions operationally, and remained debated. While some jurists opine that its use is a matter of derived demand; a potent mechanism for wealth protection and enhancing flexibility in philanthropic investments channels, hence very pragmatic and economically feasible. (Cizakça 2000, 2004, Mandeville 1979), some argued that the cash Waqfs were indeed legal and the returns accruing to the Waqfs were indeed profits and not interest thereby upholding the verdict of the Ottoman’s. Eventually, the popularity of the cash Waqf was short lived and its use waned owing to hostile state take-overs which encouraged banking. (Cizakca, 2011) However, there has been a resurgence of the cash Waqf (Sait and Lim, 2006) especially with the advent of the incorporated cash Waqf otherwise called stock Waqf in recent times.

**Islamic Accounting Defined**

Shahul(2009) defines Islamic accounting as “the ‘the accounting process’ which provides appropriate information (not necessarily limited to financial data) to stake holders of an entity which will enable them to ensure that the entity is continuously operating within the bounds of the Islamic Shari’a and delivering on its socioeconomic objectives”. He is of the opinion that it is indeed an evaluative tool for Muslims who are conscious of their accountability duty to the Creator. While they are both concerned with information provision, Islamic account is believed to be different from conventional accounting in four major ramifications; the rationale behind information provision, information of interest, mannerism in obtained information measurement, valuation recording, communication and the target users (Shahul, 2009).

**Medieval Islamic Accounting for Cash Waqf**

Unexpectedly, sophisticated book keeping was a fundamental feature in medieval times especially in cities where Waqf was instituted. Mannan (1992) reports that as far back as the 1400’s and 1500’s useful and relevant records of Waqf assets were kept in municipal jurisdictions and that great care was taken by the endowers, courts cum relevant authorities to protect and preserve such information. He further asserted that many of these information are still available for public scrutiny in Isfahan, Istanbul, Damascus, Cairo, Jerusalem, Fez, amongst other cities. Also providing relevant information were the Waqf census registers. Cizakca (2004) reveals that the census register of the 1500’s and 1700’s contained standardized entries of data on quite a number of endowments and that the structure, contents and manner of recording remain largely unchanged for over two and a half centuries. Waqf Accounting Registries as well as Registries of the Conditional Awqaf were also in existence. They provided ample information regarding the quantum of money a Waqf possess, duration of capital building
or accumulation, manner of accumulation, additions to capital and investments in percentages, debtors and owing(s) to the Waqf as well as the nature of loans and purpose of such loans. Specifically, the record entries spelt out detailed and rich information, such as amount of loan, the name of the debtor, nature of loan extension whether with deed, acknowledgement or guaranty, commentaries on Waqf income and expenditures, debt or loan dates and maturity, delivery dates, explanation showing when the debts are paid back, debt/loan and other investment recouping proceedings including forceful takeovers and sale of debtors assets. This information were usually matched with each accounting entry. Kurt (1998) also reports that there were recordings of estates of the deceased as well as manner of estate distribution among heirs including court decisions on matters concerning them most of which were domiciled in the sharia courts. Fee registries were also maintained by the courts which provided information on charges paid by claimants to the court. This helped the Waqfs to account for court expenditures.

a.) The name of the Waqf and the purpose for which it was established.

b.) The name of the neighbourhood cum district, in which the endowment was registered.
c.) The name of the trustee.
d.) The time period covered by the census.
e.) Original capital of the Waqf.
f.) Later additions to the capital of the Waqf either by individuals or by other Waqfs.
g.) The balance of the new capital thus formed.
h.) The return obtained from the investment of the endowed capital at the end of the year.
i.) The purpose for which the annual return was designated.
j.) The names of the borrowers.
k.) The amount of capital they borrowed.
l.) The neighbourhood where the borrowers lived.
m.) The religious denomination of the borrowers and n.) Gender.

Register Record Of A Typical Ottoman Cash Waqf

Source: Ottoman Archives.

Bearing in mind the workings of the cash Waqf, accounting for Ottoman Cash Waqf entailed a single-entry method in the accounting convention. This is a relatively easy and simple accounting method. Daily income and expenditure were recorded with explanations. The corpus (cash) of the Cash Waqf was denominated in qurush and para. The yearly accounting entry was simply to subtract all expenditures from the income generated from the corpus and the remainder (if any) added to the corpus, of course, after the wish of the owner has been carried out. Summarily, this is shown below:

Annual Fiscal Position of the Cash Waqf = Endowed Capital + (Incomes - Expenditures)

"the account of the revenue and expenditure of the Muslim endowments for the purpose of (assisting) the avariz and nuzul taxes for the (residents of the) Orhan Gazi district of the city of Bursa during the trusteeship of Esseyid Halil Aga, the trustee of the said endowment from the year 1200 in Hegira (1785) until the end of Zilhicce of the same year". This particular Cash Waqf was endowed with an initial capital of 2377.5 Grus. To this, the "profit" of the previous year was added which increased the capital to 2544 grus. Later, we have three other Awqaf further contributing to this 2544 Grus. The first contribution, 50 Grus, was provided by the Waqf of the Ayse Hatun for the purpose of reciting the mevlid. The second one, 85 Grus, came from the Waqf of Hakim Hatun, for the same purpose. Finally, the third contribution, 50 grus, also came from the Waqf of Hakim Hatun this time, for the purpose of buying candles for the Orhan Gazi Waqf. The total capital of the endowment thus, increased from the original 2377.5 grus to 2729 grus, a total addition of 351.5 grus. This enhanced capital of 2729 grus was then distributed as credit to 20 individuals. These investments generated a return of 257.5 Grus, murabaha fi sene-ikamiile, which represented 9.4 per cent of the invested capital. Out of this return of 257.5 Grus, a total of 86.5 Grus were spent to assist the payment of avariz and nuzul taxes, to recite the mevlid, to buy candles, to pay the trustee and the bookkeeper, and for miscellaneous expenses. The remaining 171 grus was called the ziyyade ez masraf and was added the following year to the capital of the endowment.

A Typical Ottoman Cash Waqf Accounting Entry

Source: Cizakca (2004).

Cash Waqf accounting records and related information e.g. Waqf deeds were normally in one document but in some cases separate records were kept. Also book of payables were also kept. The payables book provided invaluable information. Information such as; the list of assets of the Waqf, incomes and expenditures; the present Waqf income or earnings, magnitude of loans made by the Waqf, amount of additions to capital and investments, nature of charges made by the Waqf on its properties, names of the guarantors, can be seen in the book of accounts.

A sort of audit in the form of inspections was regularly carried out to determine the true financial positions and modus operandi of the Waqf. The cash Waqf censuses proved particularly useful for this purposes as the regular inspections and comparison of both past and current accounting records were documented in them. A typical cash Waqf census provided information such as; the endower of the Waqf, the date of registration and Waqf inception, type and amount of properties, the present Waqf income or earnings, magnitude of loans made by the Waqf, amount of additions to capital and investments, nature of charges made by the Waqf on its properties, names of the guarantors, can be seen in the book of accounts.

Information Provided In A Typical Book Of Payables

Source: Ottoman Archives.

Specifically, regarding the recognition of income and expenditure, items such as philanthropic bequests, taxes taken from agricultural products, revenues of businesses operated by Waqf, rental incomes majorly from land, bath revenues, revenue from mills and factories constitute income streams for the Cash Waqf institution. Depending on the endowers instructional mandate, expenditures of the Waqf cut across service payments, catering for the poor, salaries and wages of workers and managers which were disbursed monthly, quarterly, bi-annually or annually, building maintenance including repairs, lighting etc. subject to funds availability and priorities of the Waqf, religious related payments, festivities related payments, educational development expenses such as payments to scientists, health related spending including medicine supplies to nursing homes
and alms houses supports. Such expenditures were recorded as expenditures to Waqf account (Kurt, 1996).

**Modern Islamic Accounting For Cash Waqf**

With specific reference to the cash Waqf whose objective sum endowers wish is to empower small and medium enterprise (SME), the profit and loss (PLS) paradigm becomes pertinent and instrumental in allocating resources between surplus and deficit units. Essentially, the cash Waqf institution acts as surplus unit with capital while the SME acts as the deficit unit, a fund seeking entity with business idea or acumen but with no capital. Both the SME’s and the Waqf institution benefit as they get requisite funds for business ventures and returns on investment respectively, which helps business continuity as well as corpus preservation and endowment purpose permanence so long as profits are made. The quantum of partnership investment relationship between the SME’s and the Cash Waqf institution however depend on cash available at the Waqf’s disposal. To this end, a typical contemporary cash Waqf focusing on SME’s would have corpus, income streams and expenditure items as follows: single or pooled cash endowment from endowers which could be individuals, institutions at the inception or during the perpetual life of the Waqf institution, usufruct rights granted by individuals as well as corporate entities on its assets to the cash Waqf institution which generates income for the institution, investment deposits in returns or profit remitting giving institutions such as Islamic banks, dividend and capital gains arising from securities investment in e.g. capital market, profit (loss) from “safe” business partnership, administrative as well as management expenses, endowers wish implementation cum beneficiaries settlement and capital augmentation activities.

The modern accounting for cash Waqf is identical to accounting for nonexpendable fund, a form of fiduciary fund. Fiduciary funds constitute funds in the coffers of public sector organizations through a formal trust relationship agreement in which the fund holder acts in trust or agency capacity on behalf of an endower or donor. Under the arrangement, the funds or capital are provided by the donor to the public institution who invests it or expends its proceeds in accordance to trust agreements (Engstrom & Hay, 1996). Nonexpendable trust funds are essentially trust funds governed via statutory laws and individual trust agreement under which principal(s) must be maintained. Their accounting therefore requires a capital maintenance approach where revenue and expenses will be treated on an accrual basis. Income received, on which the public institution concerned has no spending rights is recorded as surplus unit with capital while the SME acts as the deficit unit, a fund seeking entity with business idea or acumen but with no capital. Both the SME’s and the Waqf institution benefit as they get requisite funds for business ventures and returns on investment respectively, which helps business continuity as well as corpus preservation and endowment purpose permanence so long as profits are made. The quantum of partnership investment relationship between the SME’s and the Cash Waqf institution however depend on cash available at the Waqf’s disposal. To this end, a typical contemporary cash Waqf focusing on SME’s would have corpus, income streams and expenditure items as follows: single or pooled cash endowment from endowers which could be individuals, institutions at the inception or during the perpetual life of the Waqf institution, usufruct rights granted by individuals as well as corporate entities on its assets to the cash Waqf institution which generates income for the institution, investment deposits in returns or profit remitting giving institutions such as Islamic banks, dividend and capital gains arising from securities investment in e.g. capital market, profit (loss) from “safe” business partnership, administrative as well as management expenses, endowers wish implementation cum beneficiaries settlement and capital augmentation activities.

The modern accounting for cash Waqf is identical to accounting for nonexpendable fund, a form of fiduciary fund. Fiduciary funds constitute funds in the coffers of public sector organizations through a formal trust relationship agreement in which the fund holder acts in trust or agency capacity on behalf of an endower or donor. Under the arrangement, the funds or capital are provided by the donor to the public institution who invests it or expends its proceeds in accordance to trust agreements (Engstrom & Hay, 1996). Nonexpendable trust funds are essentially trust funds governed via statutory laws and individual trust agreement under which principal(s) must be maintained. Their accounting therefore requires a capital maintenance approach where revenue and expenses will be treated on an accrual basis. Income received, on which the public institution concerned has no spending rights is recorded as surplus unit with capital while the SME acts as the deficit unit, a fund seeking entity with business idea or acumen but with no capital. Both the SME’s and the Waqf institution benefit as they get requisite funds for business ventures and returns on investment respectively, which helps business continuity as well as corpus preservation and endowment purpose permanence so long as profits are made. The quantum of partnership investment relationship between the SME’s and the Cash Waqf institution however depend on cash available at the Waqf’s disposal. To this end, a typical contemporary cash Waqf focusing on SME’s would have corpus, income streams and expenditure items as follows: single or pooled cash endowment from endowers which could be individuals, institutions at the inception or during the perpetual life of the Waqf institution, usufruct rights granted by individuals as well as corporate entities on its assets to the cash Waqf institution which generates income for the institution, investment deposits in returns or profit remitting giving institutions such as Islamic banks, dividend and capital gains arising from securities investment in e.g. capital market, profit (loss) from “safe” business partnership, administrative as well as management expenses, endowers wish implementation cum beneficiaries settlement and capital augmentation activities.

**Conclusion**

By and large, the paper has demonstrated the use as well as application of Islamic accounting in medieval times and modern parlances as far as cash Waqfs are concerned, attesting to its relevance for such voluntary redistribution and wealth management institution. In fact, the Waqf, an age-long institution would not have been able to see the light of the day without thorough accounting. The current resurgence as well as continued existence of the Waqf institution is indeed a testimony that Islamic accounting has lived to expectation in the information dissemination business within the purview of Sharia and is a sine qua non if the institution must continue to exist. The author is of the opinion that there is no scientific distinction in objective between the accounting for Waqf in the Ottoman’s and in recent times. Thus, the clamour for Islamic Accounting in recent times relative to Cash Waqf is indeed a Muslim modernist identity seeking agenda and is arguably a case of old wine in new bottles.
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